Oligonucleotide fingerprinting of arrayed genomic DNA sequences using LNA-modified hybridization probes.
Recently, we established a robust method for the detection of hybridization events using a DNA microarray deposited on a nanoporous membrane. Here, in a follow-up study, we demonstrate the performance of this approach on a larger set of LNA-modified oligoprobes and genomic DNA sequences. Twenty-six different LNA-modified 7-mer oligoprobes were hybridized to a set of 66 randomly selected human genomic DNA clones spotted on a nanoporous membrane slide. Subsequently, assay sensitivity analysis was performed using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Comparison of LNA-modified heptamers and DNA heptamers revealed that the LNA modification clearly improved sensitivity and specificity of hybridization experiment. Clustering analysis was applied in order to test practical performance of hybridization experiments with LNA-modified oligoprobes in recognizing similarity of genomic DNA sequences. Comparing the results with the theoretical sequence clusters, we conclude that the application of LNA-modified oligoprobes allows for reliable clustering of DNA sequences which reflects the underlying sequence homology. Our results show that LNA-modified oligoprobes can be used effectively to unravel sequence similarity of DNA sequences and thus, to characterize the content of unknown DNA libraries.